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Smart Plug WiFi NEO NAS-WR15W Tuya 16A FR
Want  to  make  your  home  smarter?  The  Smart  Plug  can  make  it  possible  for  you!  It  allows  you  to  conveniently  control  your  home
appliances. What's more, with the help of a dedicated app you have the possibility to create smart schedules. For added convenience, it
also has voice control capabilities, as it shows compatibility with Google Assistant, Amazon Alexa or SmartThings. Connecting to it won't
be a hassle either, as it supports IEEE 802.11 b/g/n wireless connectivity. 
 
Smart home
With Smart Plug, you can easily create your dream smart home! You can conveniently control the device from the level of your phone,
which makes you have control over your home appliances, no matter where you are! You can easily connect devices such as a washing
machine, fan, refrigerator, TV, lamp, microwave, but not only! Have trouble-free control over everything! 
 
Comfort of use 
Do not be afraid of complicated configuration and installation. With Neo outlet you will connect quickly and easily! All you have to do is
connect to the Internet, install the app and add your device to it. What's more, it works with the most popular platforms such as Tuya
Smart, Amazon Alexa, Google Assistant and Tmall Genie. With Neo, there is no room for inconvenience! 
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Easy control
You can control the smart outlet from your phone. Thanks to a dedicated app, you'll be able to easily turn connected devices on and off,
no matter where you are! What's more, you can also create smart schedules. It  also allows you to control energy consumption in real
time. 
 
Security
The Neo smart outlet is also a guarantee of safety. It is equipped with a smart child lock function, so you can be sure that your youngest
family members will be properly protected from electric shock. What's more, when the power at home is turned off, your settings will be
retained. This not only gives you a sense of security, but also ensures your comfort. 
 
	Producer 
	Neo 
	Model 
	NAS-WR15W
	Rated voltage 
	AC110-230V±10%, 50/60Hz
	Rated current
	16 A
	Wireless connection 
	IEEE 802.11 b/g/n
	Operating range 
	45 m
	Working temperature 
	0°C~40°C
	Operating humidity 
	20%~85% RH
	Compatibility 
	Amazon Alexa, Google Assistant
	Dimensions 
	50 × 50 × 85 mm

Preço:

Antes: € 9.9999

Agora: € 8.50

Casa inteligente, Intelligent Home Control
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